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A Numerical Characterization of Gorenstein Complexes* 
TAKA YUKI HIBI 
The problem of whether or not a Cohen-Macaulay complex .1 is Gorenstein depends only 
on the reduced Euler characteristics x(linkL1( a» of the subcomplexes linkL1 ( a) of .1. This well 
known fact enables us to obtain a numerical characterization of Gorenstein complexes in terms 
of the combinatorial reciprocal property of certain rational functions associated with simplicial 
complexes. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Let V be a finite set, called the vertex set, and let .1 be a simplicial complex on V. 
Thus .1 is a collection of subsets of V such that (i) {x} EL1 for any x E V, and (ii) 
a E .1, 'r c a imply 'r E L1. An element a of .1 is called an i-face if #( a) = i + 1. Here, 
#( a) is the cardinality of a as a set. The positive integer dim .1: = max{ #( a) - 1; 
a E L1} is called the dimension of .1. Let v = #(V) and d = dim .1 + 1. Write /; = /;(.1) 
for the number of i-faces of .1. Thus, in particular, fo = v. The vector f = f(L1) = 
(fo,/t, ... ,fd-l) is called the f-vector of .1. In terms of the f-vector, letting f-l = 1, 
define 
O~i ~d. 
Hence ho = 1, hI = V - d and hd = (-l)d-lX(L1). Here X denotes the reduced Euler 
characteristic, i.e., 
d-l 
X(L1) = L: (-l)t· 
;=-1 
The vector h = h(L1) = (ho, hI> ... , hd) is called the h-vector of .1. 
Let k be a field and let k[Xa; a E V] be the polynomial ring in v-variables over k. 
The support of a monomial; = IL'Ev X:, ... is the subset supp(;): = {a E V; na > O} of V. 
Write ILl for the ideal of k[Xa; a E V] generated by all monomials ; such that 
supp(;)ft .1. The quotient ring k[L1]:=k[Xll'; aE V]lILl is called the Stanley-Reisner 
ring of .1 after the famous works of Stanley [3] and Reisner [2]. 
A weight on the vertex set V is a map w from V to the set of positive integers. For 
any non-negative integer n, let An = An(L1, w) be the set of monomials; = ITaevX:'''' 
such that (i) supp(;) E .1 and (ii) I:ll'eVna' w(a) = n. Also, we define Ao = {I}. 
Clearly, U:=oAn is a basis of k[L1] as a vector space over k. Write F",(L1, ).,) for the 
generating function 
F",(L1, ).,) = L: #(An)).,n 
n=O 
of the sequence {#(An)}:=o. We should remark that this formal power series F",(L1, ).,) 
• This paper was written while the author was staying at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in spring 
1987. 
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is a rational function of A.: that is to say, 
A simplicial complex .1 is called Cohen-Macaulay over k if, for any face a of .1, 
including a = l/J, 
for any 
Here, Hi ( ; k) is the ith reduced homology group with coefficients k and 
Ik,1(a):= {'l' E .1; an 'l' = l/J, aU 'l' E L1} 
the link of a. Also, the type typek(L1) of a Cohen-Macaulay complex .1 is the positive 
integer 
typek(L1):= L dimk H#(W)-(V-d)-l(L1W ; k), 
WcV 
where L1w:= {a E .1; a c W}. A Cohen-Macaulay complex .1 over k is called 
Gorenstein over k if typek(L1) = 1. Consult Stanley [5] and Hochster [1] for further 
information. 
Our numerical characterization of Gorenstein complexes is the following: 
THEOREM. Suppose that .1 is a Cohen-Macaulay complex on the vertex set V with 
dim .1 = d - 1. Then .1 is Gorenstein iff, for any weight w on V, the rational function 
FlO(L1, A) is symmetric, i.e. 
(*) 
for some integer PW' 
2. GORENSTEIN COMPLEXES 
Here we summarize basic facts about Gorenstein complexes. 
Let .1 be a simplicial complex on the vertex set V and let core,1 V be the subset of V 
consisting of all vertices a such that a U {a} It .1 for some a E .1. Define core .1 
: = L1core" V· 
LEMMA 2.1. A simplicial complex .1 is Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Gorenstein) iff 
core .1 also is. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let w be any weight on V. Then a face a E .1 is contained in V - core,1 V 
iff 
1 
FlO(L1, A) = FlO (lk,1(a), A) I1 1 _ AlO("')' 
"'EO 
Thus, in particular, FlO(L1, A) is symmetric iff FlO (core .1, A) also is, since core .1 
= Ik,1(V - core,1 V). 
LEMMA 2.3 (cf. [5, p. 75]). Assume that .1 is Cohen-Macaulay with .1 = core .1. 
Then .1 is Gorenstein iff 
for any face a of .1. 
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To investigate the functional equation (*) it is necessary to compute Foo(.li, )..-1) 
explicitly. Fortunately, we have the following: 
LEMMA 2.4 ([5, p. 80)). t Let .1 be any simplicial complex on the vertex set V with 
dim .1 = d - 1 and w a weight on V. Then 
).. 00("') 
(-l)dFoo(L1, )..-1) = 2: (-l)d-#(o)-IX(lk;1(a» TI
1
_ )..00("')' 
ae-.!i £rea 
Finally, for the convenience, we recall the following elementary result, which follows 
from two applications of the identity 
(m + n) = ± (m)( n ). k i=O i k - i 
LEMMA 2.5. For any integers p > q ;:;. 0, we have the following equality: 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Due to Lemmas 2.1-2.4, the functional equation (*) can be checked without 
difficulty if .1 is Gorenstein. From the viewpoint of commutative algebra, the 'only if' 
part of our theorem is a quite well known fact (cf. Stanley [4, Theorem 4.1)). 
To see why the 'if' part is true, we begin with the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let .1 be a Cohen-Macaulay complex on the vertex set V with 
dim .1 = d -1 and i(L1) -=1= O. Assume that the functional equation (*) holds for any 
weight w on V. Then .1 is Gorenstein. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.4, the functional equation (*) turns out to be 
(**) 
).. 00("') ).. 00("') 2: (-l)d-#(o)-li(lk;1( a» TIl _ )..00("') = )..Pw 2: TIl _ )..00("') • 
oeii aEa aeLi {XEO 
Due to the assumption that i(L1)-=I=O, we have (-1)d- 1i(L1) = (-1)d- 1i(lk;1(cJ»)-=I=O; 
hence Poo = 0 for any weight w on V and (-1)d- 1i(L1) = 1. 
We now prove (-l)d-#(o)-li(1k;1(a»=l for any face a of .1. Assume that 
(-l)d-#(T)-li(lk;1('r» = 1 for any face T ~ a. Let w be the weight on V defined by (i) 
w(a) = 1 if a E a and (ii) w(a) = #(a) + 1 if a It a. Then, compare the coefficients of 
)..#(0) in the formal power series expansion of the functional equation (**), and we see 
that (-l)d-#(O)-li(lk;1(a» = 1. 
Now, .1 = core .1 since i(L1) -=1=0; thus, due to Lemma 2.3, .1 is Gorenstein. 0 
Throughout the remainder of this section, let .1 be any Cohen-Macaulay simplicial 
complex on the vertex set V. Assume that the functional equation (**) holds for any 
weight w on V. Consider the standard weight w on V, i.e. w(a) = 1 for any a E V, 
and we see immediately that there exists a unique face ao of .1 such that (i) 
(-l)d-#(oo)-li(lk;1(ao» = 1 and (ii) i(lk;1(a»=0 for any face a-=l=ao with #(a):!ii;. 
#(ao). Then: 
LEMMA 3.2. i(1k;1( T» = 0 if ao cf: T. 
t The author would like to thank Professor Richard P. Stanley for suggesting this effective result. 
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PROOF. On the contrary, suppose that there exists a face 'fo of .1 such that (i) 
00 ¢ 'fo, (ii) x(lkd( 'fo» * ° (thus #( 'fo) > #( 00» and (iii) X(lkd( 'f» = ° for any face 'f 
with 00 ¢ 'f and #( 'f) < #( 'fo). Let {3 e 00 - 'fo, and define the weight w on V to be (i) 
w(a)=1 if ae(ooU'fo)-{{3}, (ii) w({3)=#('fo)-#(00)+1 and (iii) w(a)= 
#( 'fo) + 1 if a f/. 00 U 'fo. On the other hand, let P be the subset of .1 consisting of all 
faces 'f with (i) 00 ¢ 'f, (ii) 'f coo U 'fo, (iii) {3 f/. 'f and (iv) #( 'f) = #( 'fo). Then the 
leading coefficient in the formal power series expansion of the left-hand side of (**) is 
L (-1)d-#(T)-lX(lkd( 'f», 
which is greater than one since 'fo e P; however, the leading coefficient of the 
right-hand side of (**) is one, which is a contradiction. 0 
LEMMA 3.3. (-1)d-#(T)-lX(lkd( 'f» = 1 if 00 C 'f. 
PROOF. Assume that a face 'foof .1 satisfies (i) 00 ~ 'foand (ii) (-1)d-#(T)-IX(lkd( 'f» = 1 
for any face 00 C 'f ~ 'fo. Let w be the weight on V defined by (i) w(a) = 1 if a e 'fo and 
(ii) w(a) = #('fo) + 1 if a f/. 'fo. Then, in (**), POl = #(00)' by Lemma 3.2. Now, the 
coefficient C~)(TO) (resp. C~~TO» of )., #(TO) in the formal power series expansion of the left 
(resp. right)-hand side of (**) is the coefficient of ).,#(TO) in the formal power series 
expansion of 
tP*TCTO 
hence #( T)""#( TO)- #( (10) 
CI/) = #(TO~#(<10) (#('fo) - #(00»)( #('fo) -1 ) + [(_1)d-#(To)-1-(lk ( » -1] 
#('-0) L.J . #( ) +' 1 X d 'fo ;=0 I 00 1-
( 
Ir) _ #('-0)-#(<10) (#('fo») (#('fo) - #(00) -1)) 
resp. c#(.-o) - L . . . 
;=1 I I - 1 
Thus, due to Lemma 2.5, (-1)d-#('-0)-IX(lkd( 'fo» = 1, as desired. 0 
COROLLARY 3.4. X (core .1) * 0. 
PROOF. Due to Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, for any weight w on V, the functional 
equation (**) turns out to be 
(n 1- ~Ol(a»)FOl(lkd(OO)' ).,) = FOl(L1, ).,) 
aevo 
since POl = ~aEao w(a). Thus OOC V - cored V, by Lemma 2.2. On the other hand, 
X(lkd( 00» * ° since x(lkd( 00» * 0; hence 00 = V - core d V. Thus core .1 = lkd( 00)' 
Hence x(core .1) *0. 0 
Now, to complete the proof of the 'if part of our theorem, assume that a 
Cohen-Macaulay complex .1 on the vertex set V satisfies the functional equation (*) 
for any weight w on V. Then the subcomplex core .1 on the vertex set cored V also 
satisfies (*), by Lemma 2.2. On the other hand, x(core .1) * ° by Corollary 3.4. Hence 
core .1 is Gorenstein by Lemma 3.1, since core .1 is Coheil~Macaulay by Lemma 2.1. 
Thus, due to Lemma 2.1 again, .1 is Gorenstein. 
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